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The Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia’s Special Voluntary Disclosure
Programme

During the Budget 2019 speech on 2 November 2018, the Finance Minister of
Malaysia, Mr Lim Guan Eng announced that the Government will launch a Special
Voluntary Disclosure Program (SVDP) to offer an opportunity for taxpayers to
voluntarily declare any unreported income for Malaysian tax purposes, including that
which is in offshore accounts.
Malaysia is among the countries that have committed to implement the automatic
exchange of financial accounts information under the OECD Common Reporting
Standards (CRS) with the first exchange beginning this year. A total number of 42
jurisdictions have exchanged reciprocally with Malaysia in September 2018. Malaysia
has also received the CRS reports on its residents from 15 non-reciprocal
jurisdictions.
Following the Government’s announcement on 2 November 2018, the Inland Revenue
Board of Malaysia (IRBM) has provided details of the SVDP. Voluntary disclosure may
be made at any of IRBM’s offices nationwide beginning 3 November 2018 until 30
June 2019. This programme is offered to all categories of taxpayers where the rate
of penalty will be reduced according to the voluntary disclosure and tax payment
period.
Through this SVDP, a taxpayer who made a voluntary declaration will be subjected
to a lower penalty rate of between 10% and 15% of the tax payable compared to the
penalty rate of between 80% and 300% after the SVDP period expires.

Category of Tax Payers
Taxpayers who are not registered with the IRBM
and have not submitted the Income Tax Return
Forms (ITRF) / Petroleum Tax Returns (PTR) /
Real Property Gains Tax Returns (RPGTR) for
any year of assessment

Voluntary Disclosure Period
and Penalty Rate
3.11.2018 1.4.2019 31.3.2019

30.6.2019

10%
(full payment
must be made
by or on
1/4/2019)

15%
(full payment
must be made
by or on
30/6/2019)

Registered taxpayers but have not submitted
ITRF / PTR / RPGTR for any year of assessment
Taxpayers who have submitted
ITRF/PTR/RPGTR but did not make the right
declaration
Stamp duty payers who failed to present
stampable instruments within a stipulated
period of time

10% or
minimum
RM50

15% or
minimum
RM100

The CEO of IRBM, Dato’ Sri Sabin Samitah encourages taxpayers especially Malaysian
residents having unreported income kept in offshore accounts, to take opportunity
of the SVDP to avoid the imposition of full penalty under the Malaysian tax
legislations. Work in analysing the CRS information received from exchange partners
has begun and appropriate action will be taken by IRBM.

